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This is a view, hence it is ...

• not complete at all

• based on limited experience

• looking from outside on standards

Abstract

There are a.number of benefits in using standards in every field of work.
However, the word 'standard' is not cast in concrete. One may recognise
several types of standards: Standard standards, de facto standards and
meta standards.

A standard comes to life only by implementation. A standards process
must avoid to many compromises, must avoid to end up in the smallest
common denominator. Although standards should build on others, they
should look into the future and not perpetuate oldfashioned methods.
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1.1

1.1.1

1.1.2

Introduction

Background

The company OBRZ

• Founded 1973 as Computing Centre for companies of the Oerlikon Biihrle Group in Zurich

• Became responsible for staff functions in Information Services.

• Opened itself to customers outside the Group

Personal background

• Education as mechanical engineer

• Started use of computers 1968 with Fortran on IBM 1620

• Responsible for technical programming (enhancement of Fortran runtime environment on VS1,
MVS)

• Development of a formatter on MVS (SUSI )

• Development of a device driver for document output on Versatec plotter (MARIO)

• Contribution to the SEAS White Paper on
National Character, Language and Keyboard Problems

• Principle author of SHARE Europe White Paper on a
National Language Architecture

SHARE Europe is a European association of users oflarge IBM systems. It was founded in 1961.

1.2 Positioning standards

• Architecture

• Standard

• Implementation

• Product

• Solution

What the user or customer needs, is a solution to his problems. A product normally does not satisfy
all the needs and wishes. Sometimes it provides more than the customer wants. The manufacturer of
a product implements standards. And the standards itself may be the concretion of an architecture,
which is the highest level of abstraction here.

Standards must serve a need. They do not have value per se. Standardisation should look into the fu
ture rather than fix the past. But it is much more difficult to develop open ideas than to harmonise
existing variapts of something. The concepts may become so open, that implementations of it become
incompatible!

1.3 Terminology

• Appendices to standards documents are often not coherent

• Special standards with definitions

• Definitions other than 'common sense' or 'normal sources'

In standards very often 'familiar' terms are used with a different meaning. Hence one must watch out
the glossary or related standards. Another problem in the terminology is the change of meaning du
ring the development time of standards. An example is the term compaction used in ISO DP 10646
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for providing shorter codes than the canonical form of 4 bytes.

1.3.1 Information (ISO DP 2382, part 1)

Knowledge concerning any objects, such as facts, events, things, processes, or ideas, including
concepts, that within a certain context has a particular meaning.

The term knowledge is not very sharp (some of the words in the definition are synonyms ofit...) (Hen
ce?) the defmition is accompanied by a drawing - which did not enlighten me very much.

1.3.2 Character (ISO definition)

A member of a set of elements used for organisation, control or representation of data. A charac
ter can be a graphic character or a control character.

The more familiar meaning of this term is element of an alphabet or the shape put on paper. For ISO
this is a glyph.

The term for nonspacing diacritical marks has changed several times in ISO DP 10646: floating
diacritic, nonspacing character and the newest proposal is combining character.
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2 Standard standards - de jure
• Developed by international bodies

• Voted by national bodies

• Political consensus

• Tend to be off the ground

• Lack of coordination between some technical committees (TC 97 vs TC 46)

• Lack of implementations

In my opinion there are quite number of really esoteric standards, which are used only by a small
number of people (those who created it?). This does not justify the international efforts put into them.

Standards bodies may loose the ground of reality due to political implications. Development does not
stop and may make a standard obsolete. Compromises must be found to finish a standard, which may
damage the usefulnes of the whole thing.

Useful things are changed, because satisfied wished create new ones. Standard standards do not re
ceive many updates...

2.1 Examples of standard Standards

2.1.1 Wasted efforts for standardisation

• Esperanto

• Hight of desks

Esperanto is excellent, but it lacks implementations. For most people it would be the same effort to
learn English, which is already wide spread and a 'de facto' standard in human communication.

In some countries there was a standard hight of desks (78cm). Many manufactures of furniture adhe
red to long to this standard. Variations in people size grew rapidly (e.g. Italians and Swedes in one
company) and only adjustable tables could solve the back bone problems of many employees.

2.1.2 ISO 2022

Code extension techniques for use with the ISO 7-bit-coded character set. Not much is known about
implementations of this standard. The only thing really used might be the registration process for
character sets. I do not know of any software product observing this standard (editor, text processing,
graphic package). Maybe our device driver and plotter software are the only ones (or we are living in
a strange software environment)...

2.1.3 ISO 2047

Graphical representation of control characters. Have you ever seen the following glyps (shapes), for
example in documentation of communication protocols or on the screenof a data-scope? It seems that
we have the.only implementation of this standard on our system:
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2.1.4 ISO DP 10646

Multiple octet coded character set (a global character set using more than 1 byte)

• 6 years of hard work in the working group

• Revisions in circles (my view)

• Lack of international discussion (linguists, DP professionals... )

• Refers to national standards (which are not under control ofISO)

• Perpetuating old technologies (CO / Cl code space)

• Competing with Unicode

• Intervention by SHARE Europe

• Newest developments towards user's needs

At the end of 1990 it looked like we must live with two competing 'standards' for the rest of our life
(Unicode and ISO 10646). The developers of both did not speak to each other. As a user group SHARE
Europe was very aware of the implications of this situation and together with SHARE (US) we cam
paigned a compromise merger.

Recent discussions in the ISO working goup now show, that also some political obstacles could be re
moved from DIS 10646. I strongly hope that this will become real standard.

The standardisation process of ISO is time consuming, which encouraged the Unicode people to force
their 'solution'. But the international consense of an ISO standard is of much higher value - especially
in the communications business. And it is possible to influence this process.

2.2 Real standards

• International version evolved from standard of smaller scope

• Implementations available

• Used - difficult to change

• Only compatible extensions possible (e.g. reserved positions in character sets)

I recognise this as an own category of standards, because it follows a bottom-up development. Some
thing becoming an international standard from a national or de-facto standard bears more
experience, more relation to reality. The success of such a standard also may come from good
implementations.

But internationalisation very often causes additional compromises or limitations.

2.2.1 ISO 6937/2

Latin alphabetic and non-alphabetic graphic characters.

• At least used in XEROX printers

• Flexible, covers all languages based on latin alphabet

• We also have used.it in our.device driver

The standard limits the use of 'flying accents' to specific letter-accent combinations. So it can not be
used for arbitrary transliterations. In my opinion it is not the task of a character standard to define
which glyps are valid and which not. Without this restriction the standard would be used in even mo
re fields of application.

Only because of implementation of this standard in a XEROX 2700 printer it was possible to print the
SEAS White Paper 1985. I do not know any printer which supports the various latin alphabets of ISO
8859.
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Additional control functions for character-imaging

• Emerged from ANSI X3L2I77

• Implemented in DEC terminals VTxxx

Application of this standard can be found in others, e.g. ODA. One of the first implementations were
the DEC VT100 terminals. It is now used in most PC dispay drivers, hence it is one of the widest
spread standards.

Many of the defined -functions also can be applied to paper imaging devices, so we implemented this
control in our MARIO device driver. This allowed us to directly copy data streams for the VT100 to
this printer.

2.3 Some stories

• The wunderBar (broken vertical bar)

• International currency symbol (0)

• Latin alphabet number 1 not sufficient for French

2.3.1 The wunderBAR

(This title is a pun from may colleague Alain La Bonte). It seems that in the sixties, the intent was to
have a vertical bar. But the keyboard standard was printed with a dirt on the camera-ready proof so
that it was mass-reproduced as a broken bar. Then most manufacturer implementors did not read the
book C.) and copied the drawings from the picture of the keyboard. And so we have this character for
which nobody has a use, but many code tables contain it and compilers use its code point!

2.3.2 The international currency symbol

The Soviet ISO specialists did not accept to have a dollar-sign in the code table. So they called for an
international symbol in the form of the sputnik. This symbol was never used, it is just a political
thing to preserve their people from seeing a dollar sing.

Now, after the perestroika, they sent an official contribution that this symbol no longer is needed as
most of their TELEX devices were American with the dollar sign...

2.3.3 How to write reuvre with ISO latin alphabet number 1

Some experts lose connection to reality. So when the latin alphabets were discussed, the French 'ex
pert' claimed that the ligature <E is an invention of typographers and not needed to write correct
French. I am not very knowledgable of French, but some words using this character immediately ca
me to my mind when I heard this story.
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3 Industry standards - de facto
De facto standards ease our daily life, not only in informatics:

• Control of motor cars
You can sit in any car and find the wiper or the hand break instantly.

• English language in informatics and travelling

• Arabic numerals (even used in Asia)

• Latin alphabet
It is even used in Japan and China for expressing 'western' facts. It is also used for languages
which only recently became written languages -like some Mrican languages.

.• .. IBM -'enhanced' keyboard -(Arrangement of cursor keys, program function keys (PF), numeric
block).

Even if this is not the ultimate solution, it is far better than what IBM had before. It fulfills some
of the requirements from the SEAS White Paper of 1985.

• Diablo printer control
The real device does not exist any more, but its control is emulated in numerous drivers for laser
printers.

• High Sierra definition for format of data on CE (became IEEE standard)

Some properties of de facto standards

• More and more company standards become industry standards

• Implementations emerge to standard

• Field proven

• Used, hence adapted to upcoming needs

3.1 PostScript

• Emerged from work done at XEROX PARC

• Marketed (in contrast to InterPress)

• Implementations ready from the beginning

• IBM's IPDS limited to 'own' printers

• Used - hence adapted and expanded

Although XEROX developed the InterPress page description language, it failed to market it. One re
ason might have been, that no printer was available, which provided the full function of this
language.

PostScript takes many ideas from InterPress, but on the other hand is procedural rather than
declarative. Only recently PostScript provides definitions for network- and publishing related issues
like paper selection, duplex printing, stapling etc.

IPDS (Intelligent Printer Data Stream) from IBM is a declarative, very static output language. There
is no printer, which exploits the full range of capabilities. It is merely directed to 'data base
publishing', where constant and variable texts are mixed on a page. Images must be in a special form
and only a very limited set of graphic elements is defined.
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• Emerged from work done at XEROX PARC

• Became an IEEE standard (802.3)

• Used - hence adapted and expanded

Development allowed higher throughput, thinner wires, better protocol.

3.3 Graphical user interfaces (GUTs)

• Emerged from work done at XEROX PARC (Star workstations)

• Apple Lisa was first implementation generally available

• IBM proclaimed an opposite approach in SAA (select action, specify object)

• Macintosh implementations accompanied by 'GUI rules'

• IBM SAA definition now more or less identical to the Mac behaviour.

Here it can be seen, that the standard is not in the concept, but in consequent usage of rules of
presentation. But there is still some distance to a real GUI standard, because patents violate the free
flow of ideas.
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4 Meta-standards
• More like architectures

• Set of standards

• Need further specifications outside the standard

• Need registration processes (character sets, document types, ... )

• Implementation create subsets (may not overlap)

Meta standards can be seen as architectures, because they employ a higher level of abstraction than
an ordinary standard. It can be compared to a programming language, which only becomes life with a
runtime system.

The field of standardisation is very open and additional information is needed for an implementor.
Very often this type of standard allows to follow only a subset. This may cause implementations,
which do not fit together.

4.1 ISO 2022

• Defines a method for extending a coding scheme

• Defines some procedures

• Needs a registry of character sets

In my opinion only the registry mechanism has survived. I do not know of any implementation of the
standard itself (except our own one), which allows access to all characters defined in the registry.

4.2 SGML

• Emerged from GML (an IBM implementation)

• Standard Generalised ~ two levels of abstraction

• Needs additional procedures

This standard defines a method, whow to specify document structure and appearance. It is possible to
create products, which follow this standard, but do not accept the data for another product which also
follows the standard.

But it is also possible to make a third product, which is completely open to all forms of data confor
ming to the standard. This, whowever needs data, which are 'self identifying', contain information for
the parameterisation of the product.

So the first level of abstraction is covered by a 'parameter file' and the second level is caught by the
implementation itself.

Additional procedures, like the Document Interchange Format (ISO 9069) or the Registration Proce
dure for Public Text (ISO 9070) are needed to use this standard in a more effective way. The flexibili
ty calls for arrangements between 'sender and recipient' ...

4.3 ODA (ISO DIS 8613)

• Two views on a document (logical, physical)

• Needs a number of sub-specifications (character set?)

• Very complex - implementations?

The purpose of this standard is to facilitate the interchange of office documents, such as reports,
invoices, letters, memoranda. It allows presentation as intended by the author and allows processing,
such as editing and reformatting.
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It consists of six parts and refers to a number of other ISO standards (e.g. 2022, 646, 6429, 6937).
There are three levels of conformant documents. An implementation must check, whether it can pro
cess these or not.

The default character set for use in the document part is that from ISO 6937/2. However, any charac
ter set registered in accordance to ISO 2022 can be specified.
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5 Using standards

5.1 Benefits for the developer

• Re-use other peoples ideas

• Set of necessary functions may be defined by a standard (character set, control)

• Market may have accepted comparable system adhering to a standard (keyboards)

• Allow 'transition' of applications and data (data formats, set of functions)

Developing a standard needs brain-power, which can (at least partially) be saved for the developing a
product. However, both purpose and scope of a standard must be well understood.

For example, using a defined control language releases you from -thinking of a special one, which
everybody will resist to learn. So we used the controls defined in ISO 6429 for our device driver
MARIO. This gave the advantage of 'compatibility' with VT-xxx devices.

Implementing standardised character sets in printers (and across fonts) gives great advantages not
only to the users. Using the set from ISO 6937/2 in our device driver we knew what to do and there
was no discussion of including :P or lE or I). In my opinion usefullness is proven by unexpected use: so
meone in our company was writing letters in correct Turkish with this device...

5.2 Benefits for the user of a product

• Choice of products with same functions

• Data can be used in many products

• Learning effort reduced

Data interchange formats like WKS (Lotus 1-2-3 WorkSheet fromat) or TIFF (Tagged Image File For
mat) are very beneficial, because the same data can be used in many applications. Data which are
tagged according to SGML (even with a subset definition) can be used for uploading to data bases,
presenting in documents, automatic indexing etc.

Even going down to the lowest common denominator in character coding - the (in)famous US-ASCII 
is still the only means in communicating electronically around the world.

Using standards in a range of products or applications automatically support consistency in beha
viour and features. Even if this statement is only valid for the 'core' of functions in the product range,
it reduces learning effort significantly.

5.3 Drawbacks

• Competition uses same base

• Enhanced functions may violate future standards

• Industry standards are not completely open (defined)

• Incompatible implementations from one standard (subsets)

If two products are based on the same standards then some effort is needed to position them on the
market. This may be the quality of implementation or 'enhancements' to the standard. For example,
the DEC VT-xxx terminals make great use of the 'private escape sequences'. These conform strictly to
the standard, but provide the extras in function.

On the other hand are 'extensions' a very dangerous thing. Future revisions of the underlying stan
dard my not be compatible with the extensions. But - manufactures using standards should work
with the standards bodies to bring in their expertise and knowledge.
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• Benefits both for users and manufacturers

• Advantages outweight drawbacks for manufacturers

• Standards process needs experts on the subject

• Standards process needs time

The standards process must be sponsered by the industry with experts in the various fields. Also
worldwide communication is necessary in many areas of standardisation, because the national bodies
very often are overloaded with work.

It is dangerous to let only large companies like IBM work in the standards field, because they will
push their implementations to become standards. On the other hand is the benefit from standards
not obvious for smaller companies. It pays only on the long run - but we should aim on that, and not
on the 'fast buck'.

The development of ISO 10646 demonstrates the value of worldwide involvement in the process. Even
non members of the standards bodies can influence the process, if they contribute with constructive
criticism.
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6 Initiation to the esoteric world
of internatiorial standardisation
Alain La Bonte, Director of Standards of SHARE Europe, kindly provided me the following text.

To start with the beginning, let us underline that the International Organisation for Standardisation
(ISO) is a creation of the United Nations Organisation. This gives an idea that all started from politi
cal views. Even the name, ISO, is a-bearer of its political flavour: It could have been an acronym for
International Standards Organisation, but it was decided to use the present name in order not to link
it with particular National interests, officially at least: in the two other official languages of ISO,
French and Russian, there would not have been such an association possible with the three letters (in
French "Organisation internationale de normalisation" and in Russian "Mejdoonarodnaia organi
zatsiia postandartizatsii [Free transliteration of the Cyrillic by the author]). ISO is therefore not an
acronym: it comes from Ancient Greek "isos", which means "same".

Only countries member of the UNO can be members of ISO. In general these countries nominate an
official body to represent them. These are called the "National Bodies". Since all these countries do
not have the same resources to assign on each of the myriads of committees of ISO in every domain of
Human activity, status may differ from project to project: A P-member (participating) has the obliga
tion to vote every time it is requested (which actually means very frequently) with precise deadlines.
An O-member (observer) does not need to vote (in fact has no right to vote because of its non-committ
ment for any reason). Occasionally non members of UNO, but with a strategic importance and with a
largely recognized credibility, are admitted as observers to ISO projects. It is the case of the Euro
pean Economic Community (EEC) and of the European Computer Manufacturers Association
(ECMA). In some areas these can also have official functions: hence ECMA is in charge of the Regi
ster in which anybody may ask a character set to be assigned a number according to ISO standards,
under reserve of an ISO vote.

Many companies, will you say, would have an interest in being influential players in this prestigious
forum. If you refer to an international standard, it is even more prestigious than if you refer to a na
tional standard or even a corporate standard. The proverb "Nobody is prophet in his own country"
just says that. And all big corporation that has something to sell tries to participate the best it can to
push its technology as a standard. IBM is one of the major players (if not the biggest one) in this
game, whatever has been said about this. But the name of the game is that they have to participate
through their national bodies.

It is not rare to see representatives of a big company under three or five national hats at the same
time. But I have a personal anecdote to tell about this: a representative of a big firm once wrote
"IBM" as its member body on a presence sheet instead of the country he represented. I told him it was
a good joke since he had been for years a representative of a big IBM competitor. It was no joke but a
big Freudian slip. He would not have known he had written this without my noticing it...

In fact when you consider that to initiate a new project, it needs the approval of at least 5 (five) coun
tries ready to participate in its making, this makes the whole thing more credible. A true internatio
nal standard must be worth a Catholic Church canonization if you consider all the extremely heavy
procedures through which a standard project has to go: "new work item" ballot, "draft proposed stan
dard" paper registration ballot, "draft proposal" (DP) ballot, "draft international standard" (DIS) bal
lot and finally "International Standard" (IS) ballot. Just imagine which political pressures, technical
discussions and commercial lobbying all this generates! Ifit was measured in tons of papers and hec
tolitres of ink, the numbers would be astronomical. Some standards take half a useful worker's life to
get approved, some others only a few years under the so-called "fast track procedure".

ISO is divided into "Technical Committees" (TC). Each is divided into "Subcommittees" (SC) and the
real work is done by "Working Groups" (WG) under each subcommittee. The WG is the smallest offici
al group in existence in ISO. Each one is led by a "convener" which brings "recommendations" to the
Subcommittee's Plenary, held periodically. Some WG also have ad hoc subgroups with their own
conveners. But this is not frequent.

The major technical committee on Information Processing used to be ISO TC 97. About two years ago,
ISO and the International Electrotechnical Committee (IEC) joint their efforts in this field to create a
new committee, replacing the old ISO TC 97 and an analog committee within the IEC. The new crea
ture is called the Joint Technical Committee 1 of ISO and lEC on Information Technology (ISOIIEC
JTC1). All working group papers have a registered number. At this level, reference numbers, which
reflect the whole JTC1 structure, take the following form (in this example, SC2 stands for the
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Character Set and Information Coding Committee, whose Working Group 2 works on Multi-octet cha
racter sets):

ISO/IEC JTC1/SC2/WG2 Nxxx.

Each subcommittee of JTCl is a particular branch ofInformation Technology: SCl for terminology,
SC2 for information coding, SC18 on Office Systems, SC22 for Programming Languages and so on.
Recently a high level study group, directly under the JTC1 umbrella, has also been created: Technical
Study Group 1 (TSG1) on Interfaces for Application Portability. This group has the mission to iden
tify potential problem areas that could lead to standards to solve the application portability issues in
the scope of OSI (Open System Interconnection).' It will not produce standards but direct the work to
other SCs and WGs.

All this seems very far from simple mortals like all of us. But all starts at the national level. Partici
pating countries (most industrialized countries) have national committees which are in general sha
dows of ISO committees. On the national level, any country can decide what it wants to do. In my
country, Canada, for example, there is one national body, under which are several standardisation
organizations, some of which have standards referenced in federal and provincial laws. But for infor
mation technology, all standardisation activities in Canada, like in many countries, are voluntary
and gather representatives coming from industries, governments (federal, provincial, regional and
municipal), user communities and universities.

This necessitates, for an individual interested in a particular domain, to get in touch with his natio
nal body, which should in general be quite simple for anybody by first calling government information
services for references. Try to attend a meeting as an observer. I began like that three years ago and I
now have links with a few committees (SC1, SC2, S18, SC22 and TSG-1 of JTC1 and TC37 of ISO). I
still have problems with procedures even if! am now vice-chairman of Canadian SC2. But I think you
can do productive work without fearing procedures which are beyond the normal human capacities
(unless you are a lawyer!) Don't be afraid, there will always be someone in your national body who
will tell you can't do something, and probably someone else who will find a bypass. It's exactly the sa
me thing at the ISO level. Exception procedures are used by those (individuals, countries or compa
nies) who desperately want to defend their interests when they lack technical arguments. Of course
simple procedures are used by everyone to maintain a certain order. But this always makes sense
everywhere.

A lot more could be said to de-mistify international standardisation. But with the previous
paragraphs, which reflect my personal understanding of it, not necessarily SHARE Europe's views, I
wanted to give you a living introduction which I hope will not have discouraged you to try to influence
world technical trends for the long term. It is fun and if you're fond of anecdotes to tell, that's the pla
ce to go...
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ISO 2022

ISO 2047

ISO 6937/2

ISO 6429

ISO 6937/3

ISO 8859/1

ISO 8613

ISO 8879
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